
Subject Line:

Exciting Story Opportunity: [Your Topic/Project/Event]

Email Body:

Hi [Recipient’s Name],

I hope this email finds you well. My name is [Your Name], and I am [Your Position] at
[Your Company/Organization]. I’ve been following your work at [Recipient's
Publication/Blog/Outlet] and am particularly impressed by your recent coverage on
[Mention a Relevant Article/Topic]. Given your interest in [Relevant Topic], I wanted to
share a story idea that would resonate with your audience.

Introduction to Your Topic/Project/Event:

I am excited to share information about [Your Topic/Project/Event], which [briefly
describe what it is and its significance]. This [initiative/product/event] is [highlight a
unique or newsworthy aspect].

Why It Matters:

This is timely and relevant because [mention any current events, trends, or issues that
make your story pertinent]. [Your Topic/Project/Event] addresses [specific problem or
need] in a way that [explain how it stands out from others].

Value Proposition:

Covering this story would provide your readers with [mention the benefits or insights
they would gain]. Additionally, [Your Topic/Project/Event] has already garnered interest



from [mention any notable endorsements, early adopters, or media coverage if
applicable].

Offer for Exclusive Content/Interview:

I’d love to offer you an exclusive interview with [Key Person, e.g., CEO, Founder, Expert]
who can provide in-depth insights about [Your Topic/Project/Event]. We can also
provide high-quality images, videos, and additional materials to support your story.

Call to Action:

Would you like to learn more about [Your Topic/Project/Event]? I am available for a call
or can provide more detailed information via email. Please let me know a convenient
time for you, and I’ll be happy to arrange it.

Thank you for considering this opportunity. I look forward to the possibility of working
together.

Best regards,

[Your Full Name]
[Your Position]
[Your Company/Organization]
[Your Email Address]
[Your Phone Number]
[Your LinkedIn Profile] (optional)
[Company Website/Project URL]

Tips for Customization:

1. Personalize the Introduction: Research the recipient and mention something
specific about their work to show genuine interest.

2. Be Concise and Clear: Keep your email brief and to the point, focusing on the
most compelling aspects of your story.

3. Highlight the Value: Clearly articulate why this story matters and how it benefits
the recipient’s audience.

4. Provide Supporting Materials: Provide additional resources, such as interviews,
images, or data, that can help the writer tell the story.



5. Follow-up: If you don’t receive a response within a week, send a polite follow-up
email.


